
Ancient Greek Gods – Topic learning for week of 18/1/21 and 25/1/21 

In the next sequence of Topic lessons, we are going to move away from why Athens was so powerful as a city and we 

are going to focus on the gods of Ancient Greece!!! This learning will take a good number of lessons, so we hope you 

really enjoy this part of learning for our Ancient Greece topic.  

Lesson 1 of the week 18/1/21 

Follow the instructions below, under the LO. We have copied and pasted in some text and examples of pupil notes 

that will help you in seeing what you are meant to do. You can use these notes yourself if you think you will struggle 

with researching your own notes.  it will give you some general notes AND specific notes straight away and it will 

show you HOW you could lay things out in your book or on a Word document.  

 

 

 

The notes in the pink and orange above could, for example, be used as ideas for your introduction when you come to 

write your Non-Chronological Report.  

The blue and green notes below show HOW you might want to lay things out when taking notes. The notes below, 

written by a child from two years ago, show notes and ideas about her general opening Introduction where she then 

wrote about gods and goddesses in a general way (not writing toooooo much about one, specific god) for her 

Introduction. You can magpie ideas from her notes too. 



 

This child then went on to make notes about her chosen  god, Aphrodite. See below: 

 

 

You should use bullet points for your notes too! Here are some further notes below that could hook into your 

Introduction section of your Report. If you notice, I write in a general, impersonal way, where I use, ‘Some people…’ to 

start sentences. This shows that NOT ALL PEOPLE will have believed certain things. These soft, general openers are 

really important to your writing style for when you write your Report. Again, you can magpie these notes and use the 

notes below that you can understand and get your head around… 



 

 

Now, read this below. For this section, just think about growing your overall understanding. You maybe don’t need to 

make a lot of notes - just read… 

 

 

Below are some other general points about a range of different gods, and notes about Mount Olympus, where the 

gods lived.  



 

So…All of the notes above are here to help you if you are struggling with researching your own  information about the 

Greek Gods and then YOUR CHOSEN GREEK GOD. You must now go and use your research skills to explore and make 

notes about the Greek Gods and a Greek God of your choice, also. Good luck! Here is a list of the 12 Greek Gods 

below for you to choose from: 

 


